
U N I T E D N A T I O N S N A T I O N S U N I E S

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

CABINET DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

MFEHCNCC:

11 May 1999

Dear Ms. Reading,

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I should like to thank you for your fax dated
29 April 1999, in which you request to use a message sent by the Secretary-General as a preface
to a book you are publishing.

There is no objection to having his message from the conference on world peace in 1997
used for your book. I have been asked by the Secretary-General to convey to you his best wishes
for a successful publication.

Sincerely yours,

Gillian Martin Sorensen
Assistant-Secretary-General

for External Relations

Ms. Amy Reading
Editorial Assistant
St. Martin's Press
New York
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St. Martin's Press
Scholarly and Reference Division

175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010-7848
212-982-3900, ext 485 m?. <»

fex: 212-777-6359
amy.reading@stmartins,com

t i l
APR29890

FAX TRANSMISSION

To: The office of UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan
Fax #: 963-4879

From: Amy Reading, Editorial Assistant

Date: April 29,1999

Re: A. Walter Dom's World Order for a New Millennium

Number of Pages: 6

I write to follow up my correspondence with Ms. Gillian Martin Sorensen of February 1,
1999. Karen Wolny, the editor in politics here in the Scholarly and Reference Division
of St. Martin's Press, is publishing a book edited by A- Walter Dom called World Order
for a New Millennium.

This book results from a conference on world peace held in Toronto in 1997. The
Secretary-General sent a message to the conference attendees, and Professor Dom would
very much like to use this message as a preface to the volume we are now publishing. I
write to request permission to include the message in our book. .• V

Enclosed please find a copy of the message. I have also taken the liberty of drafting a
letter of permission which simply requires a signature to allow us to reprint the message.

Because the book is now well into production, a swift reply would be most appreciated.
Would it be possible to return the enclosed permission letter by Friday, May 7A? I can be
reached at the contact numbers above if you have any further questions.

Thank you so much for your support of our project.
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February 1,1999

Gillian Martin Sorensen
Assistant Secretary-General

for External Relations

;iboi7
•f,f. \

ansen

; permission to reprint Secretary-General Kofi Annan's message to the
World Order conference of June 6-8,1998, I enclose a copy of his message with this
letter.

We would like to include this selection in a forthcoming book edited by A. Walter Dorn
entitled World Order for a New Millennium: Political. Cultural and Spiritual Approaches
to Building Peace,- to be published by the Scholarly and Reference Division of St.
Martin's Press in New York. You may recall that Walter Dom wrote to you on
December 15,1998 alerting you to his plans to use the message at the beginning of his
book. He received no response to lu's letter, which he understood to indicate implicit
permission to reprint the message. I write to you now, however, because we require
written permission, and I hope that you can kindly help me.

Publication of World Order for a New Millennium is planned for May 1999 in hardback,
priced at approximately $49.95 with a print run of approximately 800 copies. Please note
that the book is a scholarly work aimed at an academic audience. We are seeking non-
exclusive rights to reprint the piece in the English language and distribute it worldwide.
Additionally, we would like to use the Secretary-General's name on the cover of the
book, in a line that follows the editor's name and reads "With a message from UN
Secretary-General Kofi Annan." Appropriate credit will, of course, be given in the book's
acknowledgments.

Consideration of this request at your earliest convenience will be most appreciated. As
our book is just about to enter the production process and we are concerned about time, a
reply by fax would be most helpful.

Sincerely,

V
Amy Reading \
Editorial Assistant
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Message from the Secretary-General of the United Nations

KofiAa&an

United Nations Secretary-General

Editor's Note; This message was sent by the Secretary-General to the World Order Conference of

6-S June 1998, which was the source of most of the papers in this volume.

I am pleased to send greetings to all those gathered in Toronto this weekend for he Conference on

the Evolution of World Order. With that theme in front of you, you have a great deal to discuss and

think about in three days.

One of die guiding beacons of the work of the United Nations recently has been its

commitment to sustainable development. On both the national and international levels the surest

foundation for peace, stability and security is economic and social development. Peace-keeping and

peace-building may catch the headlines, but in terms of resources and of the changes in peoples

lives, the development work of the United Nations is far more significant.

Partnership and cooperation are crucial elements here. Governments, the private sector, local

authorities and non-governmental organizations must develop and improve their working links with

each other and the United Nations, and the United Nations must enhance its cooperation with

regional bodies and other institutions and intensify dialogue with civil society and the business

community.

A new global social and economic agenda is in the making. The major United Nations

conferences of this decade—on environment and development, human rights, population policy,
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social development, women and human settlement—have accomplished a great deal to clarify and

focus thinking 011 some of the major challenges facing society. As these conferences have

repeatedly demonstrated, there is a very lively interest at the grassroots level in what citizens can do

to contribute to development. That is good news indeed, for without citizen participation,

government efforts to improve people's lives stand little chance of lasting success.

Sustainable development-—that must be one of the primary focuses of the Untied Nations in

coming years. When people live in a society where they have something to contribute and

something to gain, they have no interest in taking up weapons. When a state can be an active,

respected participant in world trade and international affairs, the government can concentrate on

constructive matters. In short, sustainable development is essential for sustainable peace. That is,

after all the raison d 'etre of the United Nations.
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Advance information

World Order for a New Millennium
Political, Cultural and Spiritual Approaches to Building Peace

Edited by A. Waiter Dorn

World Order for a New Millennium examines one of the major questions of our age: how
humanity should organize itself on the highest levels of governance - the global level. A
just world order must have a deep foundation, including the development of a global
culture of peace and spirituality. The increased role of women and non-governmental
organizations is crucial, as is the mutual understanding, appreciation, and even synthesis
of religions. With an integrated approach to world order, the deeper peace that humanity
needs and longs for could be possible. World Order for a New Millennium provides an
overview of the various types of world order, based on the three strategies of coercion,
exchange, and integration. It then reviews the development of international law and the
current means of promoting and enforcing it, in the absence of an international police
force. The essays look at the role of the military in the Cold War and after, and review
the prospects for war and peace in the next century.

A, Walter Dora is a Visiting Fellow at Cornell University in the Peace Studies Program
and on faculty at the Pearson Peacekeeping Center in Nova Scotia, Canada.

CONTENTS: Message from the UN Secretary-General—Kofi Annan * Foreword—Daisaku Ikeda *
Part I: Political and Institutional Approaches * The Evolution of World Order * Conceptions of
World Order—Anatol Rapoport * The Development of International law—Jennie Hatfield-Lyon *
Carrots. Sticks and Bombs—A. Waller Dorn * Economic Bases for World Order—Afyrcw Gordon *
World Order by Trade and Investment Decree—;John McMurty * The; Role of the Military * A Cold
War Retrospective—Alan Phillips * The Decline of International War—Leonard Johnson * Indicators
of Militarization—Brian MacDonaid * TJteJJnited.NatiQn.'; * Challenges for the World and for the
United Nations—Christopher Spencer * Recent United Nations Agreements—Rosalie Bertell *
Monitoring the Rules—MarkKttgour * An Independent and Effective International Criminal Court—
Fergus Wait * A Vision for the UN in the Twenty-First Century—A. Walter Dorn * Part II: Cultural
and Spiritual Approaches * Developing a Culturejaf Peace * The Evolution of Diplomacy—Cynthia
Chataway * Quality of Life and a Culture of Peace—Shirley FarUnger * UNESCO Declarations and
Appeals—A Walter Dorn * Building Peace Through a New Ethics—Guy Bourgeault * Spiritual
Approaches * World Order-^Edward Scott * Pursuing Opportunities for Shalom in the World—
Martin /. Lockshin * From Inner Peace to World Peace— Yoichi Kawada * Building Peace—Daniel
Vokey * Toward a "New World" Order— Gawitrha * World Religion for the Coming Age—Hanaa
Newcombe * The Baha'i Vision of World Order—CheshmakFarhoumand * The Inner Role of the
United Nations—Sri Chinmoy * Annex: Caledon Declaration

September 1999 / 320 pp / ISBN 0-312-21635-1 / $49.95
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Date:

I, . , certify that I have the authority to grant permission
for use of the work of United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan.

This signed letter serves as permission to use the "Message from the Secretary-General of
the United Nations" that was presented to the World Order Conference of June 6-8,1997
in Toronto, Ontario in the forthcoming book by A. Walter Dom entitled World Order for
a New Millennium, published by St. Martin's Press. I grant nonexclusive English
language rights to the piece, to be distributed throughout the world.

Signed:

Title: „________

TOTRI.. P.Ob




